Your 4-H Training Bag
What to bring

What to pack
 Obedience Collar/training
collar
 Leash
 Show-lead (this isn’t
needed for the first month)
 Treats
 Poop bags
 Water bowl/water
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Choosing a Training Collar
When choosing a training collar consider
your dog’s:
 Age
 Size/Strength
 Breed
 Temperament
Dogs are individuals, and what works for one
might not work for another. As dogs progress in
their training, they might do better on a
different type of collar.
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Types of Training Collars
Collars allowed in the
obedience ring:

1.)

2.)

1. Buckle
2. Martingale
3. Slip

Training only collars:

5.)

4. Prong
5. Head-collar

3.)

4.)
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1.) Buckle Collar
Material/Type: Snap or Buckle,

made of leather, nylon, or natural
fibers

Works Well For: Calm dogs that

are under control, smaller dogs, and
dogs with delicate necks

Doesn’t Work Well For: Large,

very excited dogs that can over
power their handlers or dogs that
can back out of their collars

Fit: Appropriate size for the dogs. Fit
snug but comfortable. Dog should
not be able to back out

This dog is wearing buckle that fits properly
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2.) Martingale Collar
Material/Type: Made of two loops,
can be leather, nylon or chain or a
combination of chain and cloth

Works Well For: Many types of
dogs. Originally designed for dogs
who can back out of buckle
collars. Gives handlers more
control than a buckle collar but
not as hash a correction as a slip
collar. Excellent choice for many
dogs.
Doesn’t Work Well For: Very strong,
wild and excited dogs.

Fit: should be adjusted so the two
loops don’t touch each other
when the leash is pulled.

This dog is wearing martingale that fits properly. Notice
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how the edges don’t touch each other.

3.) Slip Collar
Material/Type: A single piece of
chain, nylon, or leather with two
rings at both ends.
Works Well For: Works well for dogs
that pull on leashes or need a
stronger correction than a buckle or
martingale collar.
Doesn’t Work Well: Dogs with fragile
necks, or dogs that pull so hard it is
always tight.

Fit: The material looped through one
ring and put over the dog’s head.
Measure your dogs neck an add 2
inches. The thinner the chain or
nylon the sharper the correction.

When putting on a choke collar, make a P for “Perfect Puppy”
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4.) Prong Collar
Material/Type: Works like a martingale,
except that one of the loops is made
of metal links that end in blunt points
that face towards the dog’s neck.
Works Well For: Very strong dogs that
cannot be controlled on any other
collar.
Doesn’t Work Well For: Most dogs,
epically soft dogs or nervous dogs.
Fit: High and snug, right behind the
dog’s ears. The two ends must not
touch each other when tightened.
NOTE: Under NH 4-H dog program, this
collar isn’t allowed at any 4-H events,
including meetings.
http://extension.unh.edu/resources/file
s/Resource001854_Rep2657.pdf

This can cause
serious lasting
physical and metal
damage if not fit
and used correctly.
If you are
considering this
collar you must use
it only under the
direction of an
experienced and
qualified trainer!!

This dog is wearing prong collar
that fits properly. Price matters with
pinch collars, purchase a properly
made collar to avoid injuries from
poorly made links with rough edges
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5.) Head Collar
Material/Type: Nylon, two loops.
One that buckles around the
neck and one that fits over the
muzzle
Works Well For: Large dogs that
overpower their handlers. Dogs
that are difficult to control. Dogs
with mild aggression issues
Doesn’t Work Well For: Dogs that
are very sensitive to having
something across their muzzle.
Fit: Very important to the comfort
of the dog, properly adjusted the
dog can drink, eat and pant

This type of collar is welcome at training meetings, but
not allowed in the obedience ring
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Using a training collar
Dogs are smart, they learn what is expected of
them by what collar they are wearing. Just like
guide dogs know when they are working when
their harness is on, obedience dogs know when
they are training by which collar they are
wearing. So always switch collars when
switching between showmanship and
obedience training. If you use a buckle collar
you can keep a second one just for training.
Keep their special training collar in your 4-H
training bag and used it only for training
sessions.
For safety, never leave a martingale, slip, prong
or head collar on a dog unattended. They can
hang themselves.
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Choosing a Leash
When choosing a training collar consider:
 How hard you dog pulls
 Your dog’s level of training
 Your dog size/strength

 What environment you’ll be in (are you
running in the park or walking across busy
streets?)
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Types of Leash
Dog Leashes vary in terms of:
 Style - Regular or Retractable
 Material - leather, nylon, chain

 Length – 2ft – 30ft
 Hardware- Clip Style
Works Best for Meetings: Leashes 4-6
ft long. Made out of material that is
easy on the hands and comfortable
to grip, such as leather or a round
leash made of soft fibers. Chose
size/weight of leash that is
appropriate for you dog.
NO retractable leases please!!
These offer little control and can
cause injury. Should only be used on
well trained dogs working on
advanced obedience
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How to hold a leash
Don’t
You must NEVER, EVER, EVER wrap the leash
around your hand. This is EXTREMELY
dangerous because if your dog overpowers
you, you are helpless to avoid getting
dragged into the street or into a dog fight.
And if your dog lunges you can break bones
and injure ligaments and muscles in your
hand and arm

Do
Instead neatly gather your leash in your
hand. This way you have control over your
dog, but aren’t at their mercy if they lunge.
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Choosing a Show-lead
Show-leads are the type of leash used for
showmanship. They are light, subtle and blend
in with the dog.
When choosing a show-lead consider:
 Your dog’s breed
 Coloring
 Temperament/level of training
Show leads can be purchased at AKC dog
shows and online, CherryBrook and Petedge
carry show leads. Ask leaders and older
members about what type you should buy.
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Types of Show-leads
Leash & Collar combos, popular on
terriers, toys and many small dogs
 Resco - leash & collar combo. A
single piece with a loop and
metal slider clip.
 Martingale - leash & collar
combo.
Lead & Collar Separates, popular on
sporting, hounds, herding and
working dogs
 Leads - come in a wide variety of
lengths, weights and collars. End
in a snap or loop.
 Collars - Slip or Martingale style.
Come in nylon, leather, jewelry
or snake chain (fine, smooth
chain link)
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Carrying Treats

It is important that you can access your
treats quickly. Keep them in a bait bag (as
pictured) or in your pocket.
If you use a bait bag, choose on that is small
and secure. Some flop around and spill
treats, use a safety pin to secure it on the
bottom if it is loose.
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Treats for class
Good for training

Bad for training

 Small or

 Large

 Easily breakable

 Dry

 Moist and Soft

 Hard to break up

 Easy to eat

 Messy

 No mess

 Long time to chew up

 Cheese, chicken, Zuke’s training treats

 Milk Bone type biscuits
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Other Stuff
Poop Bags
All 4-Hers must clean up after their dogs!

Water and Water Bowl
Keep you and your dog hydrated, summer
meetings can get hot.
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Sources

 This presentation was created for strictly educational purposes. The majority of photos
used where obtained from a google image search, no copy right infringement was
intended.
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